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he Homeland Security Academy at Zinman
College at the Wingate Institute was established in 2007 and headed by a former
Israeli Security Agency (ISA) senior officer previously
head of the ISA Security and Combat Academy.
The Homeland Security Academy trains security
managers, security officers, and functionaries operating in the public and private sectors, to execute
all the activities required of them under routine
conditions and during emergencies and crises.
The Academy also trains public organizations and
companies on dealing with extreme emergency
situations caused by natural disasters or resulting
from human activities.
The Homeland Security Academy at the Zinman
College at Wingate offers the most up-to-date
knowledge and most advanced learning methods
to endow its graduates with the tools required for
coordinating staff work and managing and overseeing security layout. The purpose of this document
is to present the courses contain and our quotation
for its performance.

Main idea
Security is not an end in itself but a means to enable
organizations and companies to manage their daily
routines and assure the personal security of employees, public and visitors utilizing their facilities.
Skillfully managed and implemented security is
adapted to the nature, characteristics and the needs
of the enterprise being protected. It also ensures
efficient utilization of resources and budgets while
blending in optimally in the activities of the organization. The planning, setting up and ongoing
management of a security system require extensive
professional and management knowledge.
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Curriculums and Programs
The Academy offers the following programs, which can
be tailored to meet the specific needs of each client:
• Internal security course
• Training courses for Senior Security Managers
• Training courses for Security Officers
• Training Courses for designated security sectors such
as: • Aviation Security • Maritime security • VIP and
Personal Protection • Security of Mass Public Events
• Hotels Security • Public Transportation security
• Training courses for Facilities, Infrastructure and
Layouts Security
• Data Security
• Armed and not armed Security Agents
• Counter Terror training courses and seminars
• Awareness Programs
• Seminars for personnel responsible for emergency
situations in institutions, organizations and companies
• Study days and conferences for security managers and security officers
• Seminars on preparing for and dealing with large
scale sudden disasters
• Study days and conferences for senior management in organizations and agencies that employ
security officers and emergency managers
The Homeland Security Academy also bears the
stamp of approval from the Israel Police, confirming that its training operations conform to the highest required standards for training security officers
and managers according to police regulations.
Participants in all the above courses and seminars
receive security training at the highest professional
level, and are also provided with the most effective
security management tools, to ensure optimal results.
The programs are delivered in English, as well as in
several additional languages.
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